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QUICK START GUIDE 
Species 

 Artax – Vicious Cleansers of the Galaxy; Mysterious Spacefaring Zealots from the Core; Missing in Action for 50 Years 
 Bross – Furry-Faced Tribal Savages; Hulking Brutes with a Whole Lotta Chips on their Shoulders; In Search of the All-Queen 
 Chowr’ii – Ancient Psionic Crystalline Intelligences; Implacable Master-Strategists of the Long Game; We Failed the Accord 
 Dulfix – Rapacious Traders with an Eye for Profit; I Always Know the Quickest Way; Dutifully Paying Off A Billion Life-Debts to the Zuulgos 
 Human – Starry-Eyed Newcomers to the Cosmos; Strength Through Diversity; We Fought to the Last Man in the Twinned War! 
 Kreanne – Inscrutable Psychic Clouds Floating in the Gas Giants; Ethereal Monks at Peace with Everything; We Cannot Hear the [VOICE] Anymore 
 Plodnar – Floppy-Eared Canid Quadrupeds of the Plodd Jungle; Cheerful Idiots Happy to Be Along for the Ride; The Quix Say We Gotta, So We 

Gotta 
 Quix – Unfathomable Plants Whose Roots Grow Deep; Our Cutlings Require. . . Sustenance; Two Centuries since the Last Great Flowering 
 Slyraine – Shape-Shifting Creatures of Impossible Beauty; Wandering Space-Gypsies Who Bring Comfort to All; The Path is Lost; the Song is Over 
 Tinkren – Tri-Form Uni-Intelligences in Extraordinary Symbiosis; Three Heads Are WAY Louder than One; Unable to Decide on Anything Anymore 
 Vandross – Ultra-Adaptable Intelligent Machines; My Programming is Infinitely Reconfigurable; Why were We Made? 
 Zuulgos – Purple, Insectoid Horrors with Way too Many Claws; Unpleasant is My Middle Name; Conscripted “Jail Keepers” of the Artaxian 

Enlightenment 

Skills 
Players in Spaceward, Ho! start with a Great (+4) Skill Pyramid. This means that they each have one skill at Great (+4), two at Good (+3), three at 
Fair (+2), and four at Average (+1); the rest are considered Mediocre (+0). You can pick them all upfront, or fill them in as you need them over the 
first session or two of play. Skills can be improved “for free” at each Significant Milestone (you gain one Skill Rank at that time). 

Starships have a rating that defines their skill breakdown; better (more expensive) starships have more and better skills. If you own a Starship, its 
Skills can be improved at a Significant Milestone (by one rank), if you have the Resources to afford the upgrade! 

 
To make a Skill roll, roll four Fate Dice/d6s and tally the results—+’s count for 1, 0’s for 0, and -‘s for -1, then add the relevant skill bonus.  

Stunts & Refresh 
Each Player Character in Spaceward, Ho! begins play with up to three Refresh, plus four “free” Stunts. Refresh dictates the minimum number of Fate 
Points you’ll begin each Session of play with (you gain up to your Refresh if you’re under it, but don’t lose any if you’re over it). Moreover, some of 
your Refresh may be spent at character creation (or at Milestones) to “buy” Stunts in addition to the free ones you receive; your species may also 
give you Stunts. At character creation, each Stunt past your fourth costs a point of Refresh, except those granted by your species. 

The Skills (Starships) 
Below are the skills used in Spaceward, Ho! by starships. The icons, again, 
are: Attack (A), Defend (D), Create an Advantage (C), and Overcome 
(O). Also, in italics, are the Player Character Skills that can be used by 
starship crew members to supplement starship skills. 

 Artificial Intelligence (ADCO) Varies (see skill entry) 
 Armor (Hull) (DCO) Engineering, Resources 
 Beam Weapons (ADCO) Engineering, Ranged Combat 
 Capacity (CO) Burglary, Deceive, Resources 
 Communications (CO) Empathy, Provoke, Rapport 
 Direct Weapons (ADCO) Engineering, Melee Combat, Physique  
 E-Space Navigation (CO) Academics, Engineering, Pilot 
 Maneuverability (DCO) Athletics, Engineering, Pilot 
 Mining (CO) Notice, Investigate 
 Projectile Weapons (ADCO) Engineering, Ranged Combat 
 Repair (DCO) Engineering, Resources 
 Sensors (DCO) Engineering, Investigate, Notice 
 Shields (DCO) Engineering, Will 
 Speed (DCO) Athletics, Engineering, Pilot 
 Stealth (DCO) Deceive, Stealth 
 Systems (DCO) Academics, Engineering, Hacking, Psionics 

Furthermore, Player Characters can spend their action in a Challenge or 
Conflict involving Starships to operate one portion of the Starship with an 
applicable skill. If they do so, they grant a +1 Teamwork Bonus as long as 
their own skill is equal to or greater than the ship’s; if they are operating in 
their assigned role (they have an Aspect permission) or are ship’s Captain, 
they always grant the +1 Teamwork bonus or can simply use their skill 
bonus in place of the ship’s if it’s higher. 

The Skills (Player Character) 
Below are the skills used in Spaceward, Ho! by player characters. Each has 
icons beside of it denoting which of the four actions it can utilize by default: 
Attack (A), Defend (D), Create an Advantage (C), and Overcome (O). 

 Academics (CO) 
 Athletics (DCO) 
 Burglary (CO) 
 Contacts (DCO) 
 Deceive (DCO) 
 Drive (DCO) 
 Empathy (DCO) 
 Engineering (CO) 
 Hacking (DCO) 
 Investigate (CO) 
 Medicine (CO) 
 Melee Combat (ADCO) 
 Notice (DCO) 
 Physique (DCO) 
 Pilot (DCO) 
 Provoke (ACO) 
 Psionics (ADCO) 
 Ranged Combat (ACO) 
 Rapport (CO) 
 Resources (CO) 
 Stealth (DCO) 
 Will (DCO) 

Of course, things like Stunts and the story may at times allow additional 
uses of any skill. 
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Generally speaking, your Stunts can increase Skill rolls for one kind of Action, in limited circumstances, by 2 shifts; add a new Action to a Skill in 
limited circumstances; or make a minor rules exception that fits the flavor of the Skill. Particularly powerful Stunts may cost a Fate Point to use, or 
require “pre-requisite Stunts.” You can and should design your own Stunts in addition to the examples provided! 

Aspects, Fate Points, Invocations, and Compels 
Aspects are one of the most important elements of the game. An Aspect is a short sentence or phrase that describes a fact about a character, 
situation, place, or even the entire campaign! They’re generally made up when they come into story focus—you’ll give your character Aspects 
when you create them, and during combat, new (usually temporary) Aspects can be placed on characters, NPCs, and the environment. Generally 
speaking, Aspects are Always True while they’re in play, and they should be Interesting, Applicable to a Lot of Situations, and—most importantly—
Double-Edged. Your primary Aspects are your High Concept (what your character is all about), your Species Aspect (where your character comes 
from), and your Trouble (something that nags at your character or complicates their life). You’ll also have the Phase Trio—Aspects that describe 
you and your relationships with other party members through a collaborative story adventure. 

Fate Points are your primary resource in Spaceward, Ho!. Fate Points are generally spent to “activate” an Aspect by Invoking it to your favor, 
gaining you a bonus of some sort. You generally earn Fate Points when your own Aspects are Compelled against you, complicating your character’s 
life. You can get free Fate Points each session based on your Refresh, and also gain Fate Points when you Concede a losing fight. Sometimes, they 
need to be spent to activate particularly powerful Stunts. 

Invocations are uses of an Aspect for a positive effect for the user; they represent the Fact the Aspect represents coming into story focus in a 
particularly dramatic way. By spending a Fate Point, you can Invoke an Aspect on yourself, the environment, or even an enemy to gain +2 on a Skill 
roll, to re-roll a Skill roll, or to declare a story detail—making a minor detail suddenly true. Sometimes, you’ll gain free Invocations of an Aspect. 
Generally speaking, you can only Invoke any given Aspect one time per Skill roll, though you may Invoke several, if you have the Fate Points. 

Compels are uses of an Aspect that create dramatic tension and troubles for a character; they represent how an Aspect would make you react in 
an unfortunate way or put you in a rough spot. They often take the form of “You have ___ Aspect and are in ___ situation, so it makes sense that, 
unfortunately, ___ would happen to you. Damn your luck!” or “You have ___ aspect in ___ situation, so it makes sense that you’d decide to ___. 
This goes wrong when ___ happens.” Accepting a Compel gains you a Fate Point, and means you cannot immediately invalidate the negative effect: 
it does happen. If you want to avoid it, you must instead pay a Fate Point. If you think a Compel-worthy event occurred, call it out; you can also 
suggest Compels for your character, or even others (though doing the latter costs a Fate Point). 

The Four Actions 
In Spaceward, Ho!, there are four primary Skill Actions: Attack (A), Defend (D), Create an Advantage (C), and Overcome 
(O). Some Skills can be used for all four, but most can only be used for some, and even then, only in appropriate situations. 
Every Skill is different and works best in different situations, but the Actions themselves are generally the same throughout. 

Attack – You use your Skill to purposefully inflict harm, whether it be to a person by shooting them or making them look 
foolish in public; a Starship by ramming it or hacking its A.I., or even an organization by disrupting its finances or smearing its 
public reputation. Failure generally means the attack misses or fails to have an effect; a Tie fails to do direct harm, but you get 
a Boost (a temporary, one-use Aspect); a Success allows you to inflict your Shifts of success as Stress or even Consequences; a 
Success with Style gains you the preceding benefit (damage) plus a Boost! 

Defend – When someone else does something you could oppose with a defense (Attacks you, tries to Create and Advantage 
against you, or even tries an Overcome action and you can “block” them), roll Defend with an appropriate Skill. Failure means 
the attack/attempt succeeds against you; a Tie grants your opponent a Boost; a Success means you evade the attack or 
attempt, and a Success with Style also grants you a Boost! 

Create an Advantage – When you want to create a new Aspect on a character, situation, or scene, or want to grant yourself 
one or more free uses of an existing Aspect, use the Create An Advantage Action. This might mean throwing dirt in a foe’s eyes 
to make them Temporarily Blinded, striking their Weakened Leg that you noticed previously, or plying the 
Inveterate Drinker with a few libations to loosen his tongue. Failure means you either don’t create an Aspect/get to use one 
for free, or you accidentally give your foe an advantage; a Tie gives you a Boost instead of a full Aspect (which may require 
changing the name you intended to use); a Success means you create the Aspect with one free Invocation (or gain a freebie on 
an existing Aspect); and a Success with Style will give you a second free Invocation on top of the one you get for Succeeding. 

Overcome – When you want to get past an obstacle, override a defense, bowl someone over, etc., roll to Overcome. It’s a “catch-all” action for 
most skills, often cropping up in Challenges and Contests. Failure means you either fail, or succeed at serious cost; a Tie lets you attain your goal 
at minor cost; a Success means you get exactly what you were after, and a Success with Style means you get a Boost in addition to succeeding. 

The Ladder 

Legendary +8 

Epic +7 

Fantastic +6 

Superb +5 

Great +4 

Good +3 

Fair +2 

Average +1 

Mediocre 0 

Poor -1 

Bad -2 

Terrible -3 

Atrocious -4 

 


